50 Ways to Entertain Your Cat
Provide mental stimulation
1. Put food in a puzzle feeder
2. Hide food in new locations
3. Put food in a meal dispensing toy such as KONG
4. Put kibble or treats inside an egg carton
5. Teach your cat tricks (to sit, come, high five)
6. Rub lunch meat on old socks and let the cat find them

Games

Toys
15. Alternate your cat’s toys
16. Throw elastic hair bands
17. Make foil balls
18. Laser pointer
19. Ping pong ball in a bathtub
20. Drag shoelaces across the room
21. Bottle rings
22. Put stuffing or catnip in old socks
23. Make paper balls
24. Felted wool balls
25. Remote control toy to chase
26. Hang toys around the room
27. Wand toy

7. Make a labyrinth out of boxes
8. Shell game
9. Fetching a ball
10. 'Which hand has the food' game
11. Hide and seek
12. Drag your cat on a slippery material
13. Playing games on the smartphone
14. Move a stick under the door

Encourage exercise, climbing and exploring
28. Put boxes around the room
29. Cat tower or shelves to climb on
30. Fill the box with balls or cloth pieces
31. Leave paper bags and packaging out
32. Make a cat tent
33. Make a blanket fort
34. Take your cat for a walk
35. Make a cat catio
36. Agility course / indoor playground

Bonding
37. Cuddling time
38. Brush your cat
39. Talk to your cat
40. Give your cat a massage

Other
41. Put bird feeder at the window
42. Provide a nice view of the outside
43. Hire a pet sitter or get your family
member to check on your cat if you're away
44. Plant an indoor cat garden
45. Play music to your cat
46. Play cat videos on YouTube
47. Give your cat some catnip
48. Make small catnip pillows
49. Use sisal rope for more places to scratch
50. Have a party for your cat
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